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One of the co-founders of messaging service WhatsApp has claimed that he sold his users'
privacy to Facebook and expressed his frustration. In a recent interview with Forbes,
WhatsApp co-founder Brian Acton explained why he decided to leave Facebook and $ million
on the. Brian Acton, a co-founder of WhatsApp, has broken his silence about leaving
Facebook three years after his company was acquired for $
Acton's account of what happened at WhatsApp—and Facebook's plans for it— provides a
rare founder's-level window into a company that's at.
WHATSAPP FOUNDER Brian Acton has spoken of his regrets over what has become of his
creation since he sold out to Facebook. A profile of.
Brian Acton – one of the co-founders of the popular messaging app WhatsApp – resigned
from Facebook in And with that, he left $ Brian Acton, one of the co-founders of the popular
messaging app WhatsApp, said he sold my users' privacy when Facebook acquired the.
WhatsApp co-founder and CEO Jan Koum is leaving the company amid arguments with
parent company Facebook over data privacy and the.
WhatsApp founder and Chief Executive Officer Jan Koum is leaving Facebook Inc ., just a
few years after his messaging app was acquired by. SAN FRANCISCO: Denying WhatsApp
co-founder Brian Acton's claims that Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg tried to undermine the
instant. The co-founder of Facebook-owned messaging app WhatsApp has gone public with
his frustrations with the social network and CEO Mark. By selling their companies to
Facebook, Brian Acton and Kevin Systrom perpetuated the worst parts of capitalism. In ,
Facebook bought the messaging system Whatsapp for $22B; it was a weird fit, because
Whatsapp founders had decried Facebook's.
Facebook is reportedly considering a merger of its three messaging platforms The founders of
both WhatsApp and Instagram left Facebook in. WhatsApp co-founder Brian Acton became a
multibillionaire when Facebook bought his messaging app in for an eye-popping $22 billion.
Mark Zuckerberg, chief executive officer and founder of Facebook, is under fire after founders
of Instagram and WhatsApp both quit the social. In a wide-ranging and candid interview,
WhatsApp co-founder Brian Acton detailed the fiery agreements he had with Facebook
executives.
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